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Monke)S 
J OH FIRST discovered the monkey on his houlder in his fir t year out 
of college. He was makina-out with a girl at the time and wondering 
whether or not to put his hand up her blouse when it suddenly struck him 
that he was thinking and that perhaps he shouldn't be. In the meantime he 
discovered that he had stopped kissing the girl. When she opened her eye 
and asked what was the matter, he said "nothing" and started to think about 
kissing again. But he wasn't having fun anymore. H e couldn 't shake the 
feeling that somebody was somewhere about a foot above his head, looking 
down on these two bodies mbracing and thinking. 
Late that night, driving home from th date through the city, John held 
his usual post-mortem: 
"I wonder what she thought of me after that dumb move?" 
"She thought you were dumb." 
"Why did I stop thinking about what I was doing?" 
"Because you started thinking about me." 
John went pale and pulled over to the side of the street. 
"But you are me." 
"Well yes, but not exactly." 
John jerked his head to the right and there he was - about a foo t tall , 
covered with curly black fur - a smiling, impish face staring at him. A 
monkey, a real monkey, sitting, light as a feather, on his right shoulder. 
"I mean I am a part of you, but not really." 
The only thing that kept John from jumping out of the car was the 
monkey's voice. It was familiar, yet didn't belong to anyone John knew. It 
was calm and clear and strangely soothing in its perfect diction. 
"How did you get in here?" 
"Why I've always been here, as I said before. I do wish you would listen 
more closely- you know that has always been a problem with you. 
"What are you?" 
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"Your mind of course. \ \'ell , more precisely, your rcflecti\'c mind. By the 
way, now that you know I'm here, why don't you just call me :\Ionk; afte r 
a ll we cou ldn't be closer friends." 
"What do you mean, I never saw you before in my life?" 
"That's gra ti tude for you. I'\'e been helping you for fourteen years now 
and that's the thanks I get." 
"H e lping me! F ourteen years!" 
"Heally closer to fi fteen. I was rather precocious. Why I remember that 
first math problem in first grade: 2 t-2=·1. How elementary! But we all must 
start somewhere I suppose. 
"It is rather a shame you found me though; I did so want to se wha t 
that g irl's reaction would be to your putting your hand under the blouse." 
John went weaker still and slumped a little lower in the seat. 
"You were there?" 
"John my hoy, I will say it just once more: I have always been there; you 
just didn't sec me until tonight." 
"Oh God! I've cracked ." 
"The more accurate term is schizophrenia. But I doubt if you suffer from 
that. I mean there arc many other much more plausible possibilities. This just 
might be a dream. I warned you against drinking warm beer on top of pizza. 
It doesn't really matter though if it is a dream, but it is fun considering 
the possibilities, isn't it John?" 
"Oh God I've cracked." 
"John! John! I do wish you weren't so emotional. It interferes with what 
could be such a beautiful relationship. And I have done so much for 
you already." 
"For me? vVhat have you done for me?" 
"Why think for you, John. Analyze problems, situa tions; consider alterna-
tives, consequences, p ossibilities. \Vho do you think got you where you are 
today; kept you on the D ean's List for four year ·; enabled you to go to that 
job interview with a 3.8 acum? I would have g iven you a 4.0 if you had not 
insisted on participating in that silly, senseless, running game." 
"You mean track?" 
"I mean running around that cinder oval for three hours until you are 
ready to drop; just so you will b allowed to run around the same cinder oval 
the next day a little faster. If you had any idea how fatig uing it is to sit up 
here on your shoulder and just bounc for three hours. And how unspeakably 
boring! Worst of all, when you're running you are too busy to listen to me; 
and afterwards you're too tired. 
"Perhaps things will be better now that you understand the situation fully. 
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"But do answer one question: How clicl you think to discover me?" 
"But you were the one who started talking.'' 
"John, you asked a question ; and f quote: 'I wonder what she thought of 
me aft r that dumb move~'." 
"But you answered." 
"J have been questioning, considering, ancl answering questions for, a 
I said before, fourteen , goinc; on fiftccn years. ~l y question was: H ow did 
you think to discover me~" 
"I was kissing Karen and thinking about putting my hand up her 
blouse .. . " 
"Yes I know. I did so want to sec her reaction. But go on." 
"Suddenly I had the feeling I wasn't really with her." 
"Of course not, you were with me." 
"And then I realized I had my eyes open." 
"I told you I wanted to see her reaction." 
"But I felt they shouldn't be open. I felt something was missing. 
Then .. . " 
"John, I'm afraid you're getting emotional again." 
"Then it hit me: I was thinking, thinking about what I was supposed to 
feel when I kissed a girl." 
"Correction! I was thinking. But, ahh, it is such an interesting question. 
You have no idea of the pleasure I derive from thinking about how you should 
feel. I must admit; you arc far more intriguing than any math problem." 
"But sometimes shouldn't I just feel, and not think about it?" 
"My dear John, why? Thought is the highest, noblest activity in the 
universe. From that first split second 900,000 years ago when the first man-ape 
formed an image in his mind (I believe it was an aardvark) to the present 
period of at least a partial separation of mind and body, evolution has moved 
in one direction: the development and refinemcn~ of the intellect. 
"Imagine the future! From monkey thou art and unto monkey thou shalt 
return. Look at the achievements so far. The mind has devised m thods of 
launching men to the moon and transporting them to any place on this globe 
in a matter of hours. It has managed to maintain, at least marginally, some five 
billion human beings, at the same time, developing the capacity to destroy 
those same five billion, again in a matter of hours. The beauty of it all! 
"And the academic life; th sheer bulk, intricacy and subtlety of thought. 
Do you know that whole libraries could be filled with the books about Hamlet 
alone. \Vhole libraries again, just of chemical abstracts that refer to other 
whole libraries of periodicals. arne a topic and we'll bury it in thoughts 
about it. And more each day, doubling in five years, expanding geometrically. 
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My God, (if there is a God, of course I'm agnostic), the sheer joy of just 
thinking about things. It's so much more interesting than life." 
"But you can't th ink about everything." 
"Me personally? o. I have my own bent. ;\ly individual slice of the pie 
is human nature - why people talk and act the way they do. Remember 
the time you .. . " 
"But why? Why?" 
"Well I hate to boast, but as I sa id before I was rather precocious. As 
you know my IQ is well above average. I just enjoy the intellectual challenge. 
The more complex the problem, the more numerous the variables, the better. 
In short, I guess you would say I was an intellectual. 
"It seemed only natural to tackle the very fabric of human life to see if 
I could unweave the tapestry, thread by thread. H mm, a kind of parody of 
creation, don't you th ink, eh John?" 
"But why? I still don't understand why?" 
"Because it's there? Hah, hah - don't cry John; I'm only joking. I 
shouldn't be flippant, but pa tience is not my grea tes t virtue. Perhaps an 
illustration would help. Remember the affair las t year. You know, Ellen, the 
girl you were thinking about marrying?" 
"Oh God no, not again, don't start that again . . . " 
"It would help if you were agnostic, too, John. And do take your hands 
down from your eyes; you know it won't keep my voice out of your head. 
Though I must admit, there is a certain irony in that pose: if you could only 
stop your eyes and mouth at the same time it would be perfect. But I shouldn't 
digress. ow where was I? Oh yes, E llen; you thought you loved her ... " 
"But I did! I did. At least a little." 
"Perhaps, but are you sure? As I pointed out any number of times .. 
"Please, please, don't; not again." 
"There, there. Stop that. ow you know meditation is good for the soul. 
Hasn't everybody told you that? 
"Now I'm not saying you didn't love her or you did. I'm just asking if 
you are sure. After all, what is love? Ahh, the Socratic method. What an 
intellectual leap! And to think a Greek homosexual came up with it. Why 
it's taken us 2,200 years and Sigmund Freud to devise a more terrible 
technique for torturing the human soul." 
"But something in me loved her . . . " 
"That's the idea, my boy; divide and conquer. Analyze exactly what 
'part' of you loved her. The heart? Silly, sentimental romanticism. This is a 
scientific age. My age. The emotions? That's better; more concrete, more 
rational connotations. But still sticky, still too 'transcendental. ' 
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"Here let me help. Did she arou e you sexually? Yes! Ah, splendid, now 
we've got it narrowed down to a few minor glands. A few ounces of flesh. 
That troublesome joke played on mankind by the creator. Something that 
rears its ugly head now and again in respon e to certain unknown (don't 
worry, we'll discover what they are soon enough) bio-chemical reactions, and 
then passes out like some drunken sailor after vomiting up his beer. 
"Don't scream at me John. I know. Something more. You say there was 
something more. 
"WHAT! Dear me, I've raised my voice. It's funny how some of your 
more annoying characteristics have a tendency to transfer to me now and 
again . But don't worry; I'm gaining da ily in self-control." 
"But I did like her, you know that. That's sure ... that I liked her ." 
"Another question, John, another question entil'ely. But I'm glad you 
changed the subject. Much easier to hand le than tha t mes y one, love. 
"Of course you liked her. I did too . Fine mind. Brilliant student. In fac t, 
you were a little jealous of her, weren' t you? Your 'liking' wasn't quite pme, 
was it? \ Vere you sure it wouldn't poison your marriage? \Vere you sure of 
your motives? 
"Of course not! You're sure of nothing because neither am I. That's the 
beauty of it all. ever a closed door. Poss ibiliti e , contingencies, hypotheses -
always room for one more - one more level deeper to delve into the well of 
human motiva tion! Glorious isn't it! 
"John! John! Listen to me! Are you listening to me John? Are you 
beginning to understand the joys of my chosen vocation? Can you see now 
the happiness inherent in the li fe of the mind? Of course you had to break it 
off. How can you be sure of any th ing as important as love? How could you 
take on the respons ib ility of possibly hurti ng someone you loved? (Dear me, I 
sense a contradiction there somewhere. Oh well, it doesn't really matter.)" 
"You're insane, a mons ter! Leave me alone!" 
"I am? Shout me down? Kill me? o John, o. And what is worse (or 
better, as you will sec) you would n't want to. Get rid of me and what wi ll be 
left of you? Do you want to be a mindless animal, operating on insti nct alone? 
o John, I give you a mos t precious gift. " 
"What do you give me other than mental anguish and dust?" 
"Righteousness! The gift of righteousness. Don't I make stra ight the way 
of the Lord for you. L isten to me and how can you do anything else then 
follow, or be carried down the stra igh t and nan ow road. H ow can you 
deviate when I ques tion every emotion, every moti ve, every instinct, every 
act? Come upon a side street and I' ll make sure you never turn down it. F ace 
a fork, and if I have my way, you'll stand there impotent until the wind b lows 
you one way or the other. It doesn't matter which." 
"Oh God let me be free!" 
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"Free! Freedom is my weapon. I open up untold numbers of new choices, 
new solutions for every decision you have the misfortune to bee. \\ 'hat you 
want is not freedom hut rightcousrwss . . \ncl 1 can gi\'C you that too. T make 
you think. And then think of what you thought. And if you're sti ll insecure, 
I make you think once aga in . In thought there is inccrity. And in intcnsin· 
thought, there is mora l righteousness. By making you think abou t it, I can put 
righteousness in the act of going to the toilet. You are blameless because you 
thought. John is an honorable man , so arc they al l honorab le men." 
"Oh God let me be a whole man ." 
"There lies hope, and danger. You want me inside you eh, hack under 
control. Isn't that how you fee!? Ah possibilities! Let's sec. How about 
committing yourself totally to an ideal, an unques tionable idea? H ow about 
mankind? Sound good? Fine, now just te ll me how·~ 
"vVho is helping man more: the Air Force Genera l in charge of miss il e 
retaliation or the pacifist street demonstrator') The pacifist you say. But arc 
you sure? \Vhat if he's wrong. Puff! H alf the world gone. 
"How about devoting your life to sensua lity, he it with women, drink or 
drugs - take you r pick. Do you reall y think that's the way to work ou t your 
salvation. Do you rea ll y think I'd let you wallow in the mud . \ Vhy it's my 
duty as a Christian (the ecumen ical movement, John ; they le t agnost ic 
monkeys in now, too)." 
"And what of love?" 
"Oh dear, I'm glad to see you've calmed clown. Yes, tha t would seem to 
be the one thing left. " 
"Will I be whole if I love?" 
"Theoretically, that would seem to follow, yes. The tes timony of art, 
literature, and religion would lead one to have faith in that, if in nothing else." 
"Then I will have faith ." 
"But John, faith, is faith an act of will ?" 
"Then I wi ll have faith ." 
"I repeat, it's just not that simple. I told you, faith is not an act of will." 
"Then I will have faith in the act of loving, the life of loving." 
"It might work, but John, it means loving all , everyone." 
"I know." 
"Will you love me John?" 
"If I have to." 
"My, my, it's day-break, morning again. We've talked all night. The 
time does go so fast when you're en joying yourself. Look out the ca r window, 
John. What do you sec?" 
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"People." 
"And?" 
"~lonkeys. A monkey on each per on's right shoulder. Tell me, do 
they know?" 
"Very few John, very few. You are one of the blessed." 
"I suppose so." 
* * * 
The attendent stopped the psychiatrist in the hall: 
Strange case, Doctor. H e just sits in his cell on the floor with his knees 
drawn up aga inst his chest. You bring him his meals and he demands two of 
everything, saying something like, 'Monk's go t to eat, too. You wouldn't starve 
Monk would you ?' And he keeps asking for bananas for dessert, green ones. 
"And he's got the funniest way of smoking; he'll take a puff on his 
cigarette and then hold it about a foot above his right shoulder for a second 
or two. Then he says, 'You're welcome.' Just that, 'You're welcome.' " 
-DAVID K rox 
Walk With Me 
Even though you'll only walk a little way with me, still walk. 
For a man needs comfort on this journey. 
I'm dizzy in the pepper-grinder world 
Round and round and round. 
The road's well traveled but not by paiTS. 
And if you walk a little way, who knows. 
- MICHAEL HATGAS 
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Spring Snowflakes 
oh beautiful white ladu 
falling so closelu beside m e 
through the winter night 
may I fight against the wind 
to hold your elusive hand 
as we fall so slowly 
from black sky 
to black earth 
and die against you 
because I cannot feel you 
for they say 
that no two of us are alike 
and oh we m elt so quickly 
- DEN IS McGEEHA 
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The Mystery of M an 
T HE THEATRE of the Absurd in many ways is based upon the belief in the Mystery of man. Truth and creation are ultimately and essentially 
unknowable. Absurdists discern the tragic (if you want) fallacy that runs 
throughout the Modern Theatre; that naturalism and realism are means to 
Truth; that ultimately man can be defined just as he can define his own 
creations. Though the absurdist realizes the constantly elusive quality of 
reality, he absurdly accepts the ineluctable impossibility of attaining to it as 
the only worthy challenge of the age. It is in the very nature of being human 
that one does not accept comforting delusions, as the realist and the naturalist 
do. Never to submit to the unavoidable is the only truly human path 
consistent with \Vestern Civilization. The petty delusion of the quasi-
traditionalist (for this is not Racine or Shakespeare's message) that man is 
capable of being represented as he truly is upon the stage, is farther away 
from that shining goal - Truth - than any of the possibly clumsy gropings in 
that direction by the Theatre of the Absurd. 
The quasi-traditionalist and the modern theatre have both insisted that 
they are definable, and have too often become the tools of ideology which 
throttles what life still remains within them. 
Beckett refuses in both W aiting for Godot and in Endgame to build what 
are nominally called characters - or to give the personages in these dramas 
consistent beliefs or credos. One of his deep insights into reality is that man 
is always changing and growing or shrinking, becoming or dissolving. Man's 
identity is ever in danger of being forgotten and our realization of what we 
are and where we are has only the fragile web of time and space to give it 
form. Godot and Endgame give us creatures caught up in no-time when 
change and stasis co-exist. Pozzo and Lucky go through incomprehensible 
transformation, they are in flux within the endless tautology of dialogue and 
occurrence which seems to be the existence of Vladimir and Estragon. 
Hamm's tale in Endgame is never finished, just as reality is never 
defined, and as reality it possesses the mystery of plainness. Still it is part 
of the boredom of H amm and Clov, an ennui caused by endless flux that 
never comes to be something different. Just as the constantly changing blur 
from a speeding train puts us to sleep , so does the constant change but not 
becoming of Endgame's world act as a soporific to Clov and Hamm. Clov's 
constant return to the stepladder is a search for definition. H e hopes that 
change will end, that something will come into focus. H e waits for the boring 
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mystery to come to a head and that should be taken in the sense of some 
growing, ever unfinished carbuncle. 
The only two statemen ts that Clov and Hamm can baldly assert, though 
not without realizing they must also prove false, is that; "You remain," and 
"Well, there we are, there I am, that's enough." Such is the Baudelairian 
detachment of these fi gures. 
In contrast to this undefin ed, undefining approach to the thea tre are the 
Traditional and Modem Theatres. They have divinely persuaded themselves 
that through realism, either sociological, psychological, or political, man is 
definable and capable of categorization. 
The disconnected and unmotivated action in Th e Zoo Story with the 
author's refusal to analyze is another assertion of the absurdist's belief in the 
Mystery of Man. The seeming aleatory nature of the play's events is juxta-
posed with a hinted determinism. \ Ve are faced wi th the common paradox 
that that which is mos t obviously surprising on the surface is no t at all 
surprising when examined in ternall y. Life seems determined to be governed 
peradventure. Mystery and uncertainty are the very core of Th e Zoo Story's 
fascination. Men must do by chance what they mus t. 
The Theatre of the Absurd is an attempt to recapture that sense of man's 
mystery found in Shakespeare, Yea ts, Racine, the Greeks, and all other grea t 
dramatists. The absurdis ts wish to put into modern terms the enticing 
mys teries of H amlet and Lear. Strindberg, Shaw, and Ibsen attempted to 
rationalize mystery away. It is against this type of theab·e that the absm dists 
are reacting. 
To paraphrase St. Thomas, what knowledge we do ga in about man will 
tell us mainly what he is not. There is a negative aspect to the Theatre of 
the Absurd. We learn what we are in part (for we can only learn this in part) 
by discovering what we are not. This notion is explicit also in the strange, 
macaber, or subtly distorted natures of the absurdists' worlds and dramatic 
personages. This is again an effort to rebel against the realist doctrine that 
we see man best by replaying his ex ternal actions. The highlights of reality 
can be better discovered in the nega tive world of Beckett than in the realist 
world of Ibsen. 
The mysterious, the vaguely adumbrated, is a quality of man slowly 
being lost as we identify ourselves with our creations. Unlike the mechanical 
we an~ beyond our own intellect's bounds of understanding. The absurdists 
are n·ot tnerely pess imists, for the ultimate mys tery of man lies at the basis 
of any formulation of pessimism, of optimism, or of agnosticism. Unity and 
paradox are the keynotes of great insight. 
-VIRGIL STROHMEYER 
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Mind 
Have you ever fallen through blue; 
through chanting epistles of fire, 
through tumbling tree leaves of 
once was a man-bird 
singing on a stone 
plastic mountains of your mind 
who cried for a dissonant chord 
carried on waxen wings 
of fender fearing motorcycles 
and falling from the sun 
never rains 
falling 
through blue 
and chanting epistles of fire? 
- M. J. VAN VOORE 
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Untitled 
In the soft mornings, in my pillow dreams, 
I have heard time rolling clown the hills 
And sweeping up the valleys singing an easy song, 
In its notes coming softly through the early half light, 
I have heard it, heard it often, 
Speaking of what has been and might have been, 
Of what will be and I have turned and strained 
To follow her -
To find myself already locked in her embrace: 
I froze for a moment in icy focus, 
This flow of life laid before me I ask: 
When was yesterday? And as for today, what to justify? 
And as to the future I clo not see -
But when today becomes tomorrow 
Rolling clown the hills, sweeping up the valleys 
The same song shall sing its easy way to me. 
-JAMES L. BOURKE JR. 
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Untitled 
Summer brings sleep after the green da y, 
And in the dark garret, 
Finished by the sculptor's son, 
The bed is warm. 
On the porch of intricate design, 
Sitting are the sculptor's stock, 
And as the trees bow and the sun dances 
About rain leaves, the hills secretly 
Give birth to dusk, as 
Deep in the house of dreams 
Sister dances to Eleanor's lament, 
While brother's mind of whirring gears 
And convolutions, speaks of grape stems, 
And smoke, and revolutions. 
Wrapped in flannel blankets, 
Trees and melody mix 
While the sleeper, wrapped in the 
Past, his dark day here, 
Prays in his cotton coccoon. 
-MICHAEL PELLEGRINI 
-15-
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What 
is She 
Thinking 
PHOTOGRAPHS by Michael Miller 
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The Quest of Seth 
I 
In moments when the w orld was being w eaned, 
And life was new-born, crawling on the grass; 
When humankind was growing in its nature, 
And wisdom sought a place for every creature; 
Then Seth and Adam labored on the earth, 
In sweat of brow, to till a private plot 
Of land, a lustrous garden to sustain 
The warm, red-flowing, liquid life of man. 
This breed had strained to stay from promised death, 
And all life's action seemed engrossed in works 
Designed to nourish and protect the flesh. 
There was no time to dream, iust plant andTeap; 
T he pleasures that arose from leisuTe thought 
W ere rare as wonder in the midnight sky 
When lonely starlets surge and kindle white, 
Surpass the planets as they grow more bright, 
So that they gem the night w ith novel light 
And mock the sun by shining during the clay. 
Poor Adam was a man naive to pain; 
A little less than half a life ago 
The bliss of God lay smiling at his side; 
In his one test he chose inconstant pTide -
Gave up Creation for a paramouT. 
Editor's note: The story of this poem was introduced to the author by a 
thesis called The Quest of Seth for the Oil of Life, written by Esther Quinn. 
The ultimate sources of this poem can be found in various poetic and religious 
Lterature, some of which are the CuTS01' mundi, the Apocalypse of Moses, and 
the Vita Aclae et Evae. In mediaeval times, the Seth legends enjoyed a great 
popularity because they provided an answer to the qu estion: what was the 
origin of the wood used to make the cross upon which the Messiah was 
crucified? In an age known for its ubiquitous faith, such a question would not 
have been considered unessential or foolish, especially if asked by a society 
already enamoured with the tale of Helena's findin g of the holy rood. 
However, the original theme of the Seth myths had nothing to do with 
rood legends; those elements were appended in later Christian times. Seth's 
quest is an archetypal adventure shared by every man in every age. 
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He was a giant doomed to scratch the soil; 
Once angels v iewed him as a miracle 
And gathered life, small children, wondering 
At some great hero, hiding from his glance; 
But now, upon their silent flights to earth, 
They saw a limping lion, choice for mirth 
Or butt of laughter; only gentleness 
Of angel nature stirred a piteous sigh. 
A slow attrition of his mighty dust: 
Such was the state of Adam out of Paradise. 
But look! See how his wrinkled smile spreacls 
As he surveys his garden with true pride 
And gazes with affection at its look 
Of promised goodness, beauty, and supply. 
For ancient Adam simple joys sufficed; -
But fell catastrophe eclipsed his eyes, 
His little smile wilted as it bloomed, 
Receding with a swiftness and dismay: 
As when we see a friend transformed by joy, 
Appreciate his grinning visage, giddy teeth, 
For victory he's known, concise or vast; 
Then rapid danger jumps him from the back 
As we stand impotent to fend the strike 
Of life's pernicious rip and serrate pain, 
And, in a second, mocking fate's attack 
Contorts his triumph, mutilates the face 
Of happiness to a pathetic mask. 
So Adam slumped in torment to the earth, 
Procumbent on distress; some inner ill 
Connived his aged collapse; the first of men, 
Once more the victim of a mortal fall. 
The aiding hancls of Seth, embrawned with youth, 
Embraced his aching father; for he saw 
The grey hair flutter as old Adam fell. 
"Why do you clasp my arm and groan?" asked Seth; 
"Your mouth is open, but you do not speak; 
Weak, tangled sounds come stumbling forth to grasp 
My courage but quite pull me clown- explain 
Your troubles else I, helpless, sink with you." 
But Adam writhed, bereft of sense and tongue, 
Contending with fierce capture, as a fly 
Ensnarled in sticky hemp awaiting death; 
And likewise potent fear engathered Seth, 
Enwrapped his mind and prompted anxious speech: 
"Blench at my father! Now he is a beast-
Repulsive, moaning, maimed! An impious son 
Desires to break his sharp, pathetic clutch; 
His nails scratch my arm, He is a thing; 
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I've never seen a thing like this before! 
Ah, now he stops; his boisterous breathing stills. 
My God, I think I have discovered death . 
I fear the fable's true: death must be real, 
For only death can ruin a body so . 
Why can't death be elusive as life's joy, 
Untouchable, soon lost when it's attained? 
No! Bold, the bully strutts eternally 
And taunts w ith wicked presence and refrain. 
The evil part of every pair is blessed 
With power to defeat the meekling, good. 
0 father, you are rotting in my arms; 
Your lucid skin's compressed to withered rags, 
Fit for the dusty lip of rat and moth. 
The human garden's brittled by the frost 
Of w ear and chilly wind of winter age, 
And you have sown your sickly seed in m e: 
Now I remember, with a startled heart, 
My mother saying that I looked like you, 
A perfect twin to Adam's younger years, 
The image of her husband; with these words 
And eyes, outstretched in amorous stare, she mused 
And in a moment kissed me. So your germ 
Grows in m e, and pervert ed nurture thrives; 
My life shall twine and blossom into death. 
Men should not die, they are not animals; 
I have no cud, nor do I suck whole blood, 
Munch insects or devour grass; my taste 
Denwnds more gentle food - this argues class. 
I never thought God would deflower you, 
Just treat you sternly, holding mercy back, 
And like a parent grant it as surprise. 
Why did you fall? Because of fruit? 
Condemned by putrid pulp! What! W ere you lean, 
Your stomach pinched and twisted, that you ate 
Forbidden poison unaware? Not I-
If given Paradise for my domain , 
I would not risk it for a morning's snack." 
"Can you forgive a dying father, Seth?" 
Old Adam whispered, still eluding death. 
"Though all my body crumbles, l can hear 
Your censure, and it calls to memory 
The ambient voice of God which beckoned m e 
And found me, huddling naked in a bush. 
Then was I soaked with fear, while shivering Eve 
Assayed to hide herself behind my back. 
Your frowns are just, for wittingly I lost 
The innocence of man; so lamed the race, 
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That each habe comes a cripple from the womb 
And hobbles toward a death . Wh o could forgive 
Th e fath er of such bastard legacy? 
But, I've repented, labored as he bid; 
The dusty penance l ha ve undergone 
Has not escaped the ambient ga;:;e of God. 
I yet may be redeemed. earby the tree 
That dangled fatal fruit , there grows one called 
Th e Tree of Life; so named because its trunk 
Exudes a fra grant sap endowed with Life. 
Wh en pressed into an oil, ·it contrives 
To heal and annoint all shriveled flesh, 
Restores to healthy youth; once u eel, it makes 
A man immortal, renders danger numb. 
0 Seth, return to man's late Paradise, 
And clot your hair with d irt of penit ence; 
Beseech God for a vile of the oil, 
And beg his m ercy, asking for my life . 
The path to Paradise is clearly marked: 
When Eve and I retreated from its walls, 
Our smoking steps seared both the earth and grass; 
No vegetation since has greened our tracks, 
Our ash-filled prints remain as rueful sign." 
Then Adam rolled upon his face, just like 
An arid leaf blown over by th ' w ind. 
"There is a cure," said Seth. "Dear life has not 
Abandoned us, but lost us for a while; 
She seeks me w ith a mother's frightened call! 
I'll find this drug and dab its soothing clew 
Upon my forehead, charming me to health; 
Then, father, I shall wash you with its balm 
And rub the w rinkles from your ochre face. 
You have a saviour, soon I shall bring joy; 
And all the piled evil in the world 
Shall not dam up my speedy course to you!" 
II 
In spite of tilted hills and cumbrous woods, 
The son of Adam hurried for the oil; 
Bent near the blackened path, which proved a bane 
To every stem and root. How like a hound 
Who scents the quarry's near, Seth padded on, 
Paused for a breath, surveyed the distant trace, 
Then ran in expectation of reward. 
Till midway in his journey, Seth espied 
What seemed a ponderous cloud, presaging storms. 
Bright fire or lightning snorted from its core; 
It caked the air with stinking sulphur motes, 
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Which burned the eyes, and yellowed every foot 
Of ground within its dusty radius. 
The beast's oppressive tonnage strained the air, 
While massy wings enforced a windy swirl; 
It lighted like a plague upon the earth -
A heavy gloom, outweighing ecery woe. 
Seth stood agape and watched the monster prink; 
Ten horns it bristled, swung some seven heads 
In Hydra arcs, and curled its scaly tail; 
The scarlet dragon's cataphracted hide 
Broke sunlight into shivers, torrid sparks 
Reflected from its undulating flow. 
The world had never seen the likes before 
Enfleshed in cell or sinew, tooth or claw. 
Each finny head in turn fell into rank 
And stared w ith plural visage - fourteen eyes -
Each one a stone in Satan's diadem. 
This beast could fright a goblin or a witch: 
Make pug their crescent noses, frost their beards, 
Disclose their bladders, make their harelips twitch. 
Poor Seth! The man was hamstrung by his fear, 
He knew the beast would tear his fissile joints 
And share his fl esh among those seven jaws. 
But, T error stalled and only crept around 
At wary distance, shocking with its gaze. 
Unknown to Seth , the dragon could not harm, 
Forbid to strike by Heaven's interdict; 
A "God-like ima ae" shone in Seth, a force 
Surpassing every diabolic power. 
So when the horny fiend climbed on the sky 
And left the sagging earth behind, th e man 
Was blushed with wonder; all the puff and show 
Of violent death had flown away unspent. 
"What comic might was this? I saw him drool, 
Flaunt blistered tongues, and kindle brimstone breath; 
Thought all this prelude to a m onster's m eal. 
It seemed th e brule, once down , would stay, 
Hulk slothfully about and loathe the time 
When such prodigious bulk need take to air; 
But like a butterfly, it quickly flitted on 
To milk another flower. - But my life, 
This weird anomaly foretells success! 
I think I hear the tread of solvent spirits, 
Ghosts, instructed by almighty God 
To harass demons and assorted ills. 
Lest I should stub my toe against a stone." 
* * * 
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Seth saw the burning ux rlls of Paradise, 
As when a helpless man at distance views 
A lustful fire ravishing a wood; 
Relentlessly the gorging flam es devour 
Dumbfounded spray and prig, their tender lives 
Succumbing to the hellish clouds of heat 
Whose bold, rapacious vapors roll unchecked; 
Above, a billious totem wagged its sooty lenath , 
Like rising incense to the god of waste. 
Bewildered eth! This was a citadel 
With crenelations set aflame. Th e wind 
Slung ash and ember at him as he came 
Athwart the gate. There Cherubims held post; 
Among them Michael, champion of the host 
Whose loyal arms cast devils down to hell. 
"What do you want?" asked Michael. "Who are you? 
If you should be a mortal seeking Life, 
Leave here unsatisfied; my lord's command -
To guard the Tree of Life - takes precedence 
About these walls. Our blazing swords must strike." 
"Appease your martial vigor for a while! 
Know you, that I am Seth , the son of God's 
First human creature. Adam lies near death, 
And soon the black bedfellow hopes to pull 
The cover o'er his head. In his distress, 
My father sent m e for the vital oil 
Distilled from syrups of the selfsame tree 
It seems you guard. \Ve hoped God would relent 
From punishment, extending noble m ercy 
To a man most guilty but most sore. 
I saw a proof of sacred sympathy: 
Som e agent forced a ferine from my path; 
Perhaps yourself, in unencumbered form, 
Besieged the beast. My journey's blessed with aid; 
God does approve the goal." 
"No such defense," 
Returned the angel, "did I tender you. 
As for decrees of God, once spoken, stand 
Inviolate. No oil is doled to man." 
"Shall I , dumb as a lamb before the blade, 
Act out a man of sorrows patiently? 
Bruised for my fath er' own iniquities? 
Be wounded for his sins! This is not just! 
No man can bear chastisement for another." 
As Seth in anauish turned au.xry, he found 
H e could not move; it seemed as if his heart 
Had cloaaed, and all his melancholy blood 
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Was backing up along his turgid veins, 
Increasing desperate pressures, 'til he felt 
As one trapped in a nightmare, when he's poised 
Upon the verge of an abyss, compelled 
T o hurl his body into nauseous space, 
To scream, red-streaming, as he plummets down; 
And in that fall, his flesh forsakes its form, 
Begins to break apart, dissolves his shout , 
While misty atoms drizzle through the air 
And bounce in darkness on the stone helow. 
"Hear me!" said Michael. "Though you have despaired, 
Your God has not. Behold! A vision shows 
The oil of mercy in its purest scent. -
H e saw a withered cypress tree 
Of bony branch and knuckled knot; 
Its broken fingers form ed a plea 
To God, to cure its blighted lot. 
H e saw an adder flex its band; 
Spun 'round the trunk, it choked the tree 
And cramped the boughs that mimed the hand, 
To stifle every cypress' plea . 
H e saw an infant in the tree; 
Five wo111uls the mddy babe did bud; 
The child heard the strangled plea 
And smote the adder with his blood. 
"I do not fully understand," said Seth. 
"M y fath er holds that angels have the grace 
Of all-embracing intellect; tell m e 
The m essage of this holy pantomime." 
"Of this phantasm, only God knows all; 
And he sees fit to have the natural world 
Engender the event. It shall be left 
To the loquacious tongue of time to speak 
And clarify this prophecy's conceits. 
You must go back and take with you this twig 
Pruned from the Tree of Life; it is God's gift 
To you . The Lord God says your name is Seth, 
And with this plant you shallretum with hope. 
Old Adam, even now, has died; and Eve 
Wraps him in cerements of woman's arms. 
Inter the Prime Man's fecund flesh and bones, 
And plant this twig beneath his fertile tongue. 
As seasons pass, and ages pass away, 
A fat eful tree shall spmut in roody curse, 
And on its boughs shall hang the Life of man." 
- CHAHLES ZAHOBILA 
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Bubbles Bill 
T HE YOU G man was in his twenties and apparently an eccentric. At least this was apparent to the people along Handcourt Parkway who 
were accustomed to seeing him every day. These were, admittedly, few, but 
they looked forward to his arrival, and smiled with self-content as he took 
his usual place. They cast anxious glance when it rained, but he never 
disappointed them. Every day he sat on a park bench with a small jar of 
soap bubbles and a wand. (On rainy days he carried with him an orange and 
brown golf umbrella.) For an hour he sat there blowing his bubbles, some-
times large, heavy ones, but more often soft, light ones. He never spoke or 
even glanced at any of the many passers-by, except, maybe on occasion, to 
ask someone to "get out of the way, please, you're obstructing my bubble 
view." For not only was he an avid blower, he was also an avid watcher. He 
would follow his bubbles with a completely expressionless face as far as they 
soared until they merely faded into nothingness. And soar they did. Some of 
his bubbles floated clear across the park, and when they caught a good upper-
current, they ended up over the roofs of the houses along Handcourt Parkway. 
If he spoke to no one, it was because he chose not to speak. It was not 
that he didn't notice those around him. Every time someone approached him, 
he would blow a bubble that seemed to characterize that person. A noisy 
group of girl scouts rushed by, and he flashed his wand, and a group of 
small, bright bubbles rushed after them. One time a heavy-set Irish cop with 
a bulbous nose approached him with that certain you've-got-to-be-kidding air, 
and there to meet him was a rather bulbous looking bubble which collided 
with the visor of his cap, thus hastening its entrance into oblivion. 
obody ever learned his name. Since the bench at which he always sat 
was adorned with a large carved heart inscribed with the name Bill, he was 
dubbed "Bubbles Bill" by the populace. It's not that they called him Bubbles 
to his face. In fact, no one ever had occasion to speak to him until Maria came. 
Maria was the little girl who lived in the house nearest to where Bubbles 
sat. She was a precocious thing, eight years old with wide eyes and bucked 
teeth. One day as Bubbles sat there plying his wand, she simply walked up 
to the bench and sat down next to him. Soon it was normal to see them both 
sitting there, one with wand in hand, the other holding the bubble bottle. 
They talked together often, but nobody could ever guess the subject of these 
conversations. One day I stopped Maria in the street and asked about her 
friend: "Oh, Mr. Bubbles? He's nice, he really is." 
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"Docs he often talk to you about things?" 
"Umm hmm. He even taught me a song without a tune." 
"Sing it for me, please." 
"I told you, it's a song without a tunc." 
"Well then, say it for me." 
"Okay. 'The blue-green lady, 
\Vith purple wings, 
Cried polka-dot tears 
Over brown-grey things.' " 
"Is that alJ?" 
" o, there's another verse.'' 
"Well, let's hear it." 
"r-.:o, I can't. H e's nc\'cr told me that part." With that sh ran off to join 
her friend on the bench. 
So things went for nearly five years, until :\[aria was a stringy-haired, 
metal-mouthed thing of thirteen. Then one clay she failed to appear at the 
appointed time. At first Bubbles looked upset, but then he s cmcd to shake 
his head in understanding, as if he had been expecting it for some time. 
o one else thought too much about it then, for Bill turned his attention to 
his wand. But the next day neither Bill nor ;\[aria showed up. Handcourt 
Parkway was in an uproar. The concensus of opinion was that Bill would be 
back the next day. But he was never seen again. His disappearance was a 
topic of discussion in every backyard within blocks. Some demanded a 
formal investigation. Everyone had an explanation of what happened to Bill. 
Some insisted that he had been run over by a school bus in the city. Others, 
more romantic, preferred to believe that he f<lded into nothingness like one 
of his creations. Still others say he was heartbroken at the apparent desertion 
of his comrade. Some maintain he was a crackpot and an amnesiac who was 
finally apprehended. For my part I prefer a less popular, but infinitely 
simpler solution. Bubbles Bill finally realized one day that he'd run out of soap. 
And what of .l\Iaria? She was very philosophical about the whole thing. 
Again I had the opportunity to question her: 
"Before Mr. Bubbles left, did he tell you anything in particular?" 
"Oh yes, he told me the second verse of that song without a tune. \Vant 
to hear it?" 
"Of course." 
" 'The purple wings are gone, 
The brown-grey things remain, 
The purple wings are clouds, 
The polka-dot tears are rain.' H e seemed v ry happy when he told 
me this verse. He said he had finally found a tune, a very nice tune, to fit it. 
He said it wasn't a song without a tune anymore. He was almost in tears . But 
you know something funny. H e wouldn't tell me the tune. He said I'd have to 
find it for myself. He said it's better that way." 
- DA TIEL KOPKAS 
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Stinson Beach 
The sea is my green lover 
And my aged mid-wife. 
She comes to me when I call 
Or sing or do a jig. 
She lays her green hair at my side 
And with her foam 
Washes the sand from my boots. 
In the evening when I watch 
She dons the sun 
And lays herself before me 
Like tarnished brass; 
And her fin aers scoop the pebbles 
Like a million breakina eggs. 
-DO T ERY PATRICK 
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The D eath of R eligion 
in A m erica 
A S AMERICA enters the 70's, it is also entering an age of mas-
sive unbelief. There is a growing 
hostility not only to the institutional 
church but to religion generally 
among our intellectuals and our 
young people that is not easily 
matched even by the official govern-
ment of the Soviet Union. Even more 
alarming is the phenomenon that 
religion and religious values simply 
do not play a consequential part in 
the lives of a growing percentage of 
Americans who are neither very 
young nor very intellectual. The 
truly religious spirit even today is 
being maintained largely by leftover 
Christians. 
Exterior evidence of the decline of 
religious belief and especially of 
religious feeling is fairly abundant. 
TI1e latest Gallup Poll, for example, 
shows that only 37 per cent of 
Protestants now attend Church on a 
given Sunday, as opposed to 43 per 
cent in 1958, and that only 63 
per cent of Catholics attend church 
now as opposed to 7 4 per cent in 
1958. Sunday school enrollments 
have fallen off sharply during the 
past five years, and the enrollment 
of seminaries both Catholic and 
Protestant has plummeted. 
Other evidence of the increasing 
de-Christianization of American life 
include the loss of the religious sig-
ni ficance of Christmas and of Sun-
day, the increasing erosion of the 
authority of the clergy including in 
the Catholic Church the bishops and 
the Pope, the recent rapid rise in 
defections among Protestant ministers 
and particularly among Catholic 
re ligious, the declining nrollment in 
parochial schools (which is by no 
means wholly due to financial 
causes), and the weakening of the 
religious argument aga inst Commu-
nism. In fact, everywhere one turns 
one sees that religion is playing an 
ever-decreasing role in American life 
and thought, and there appears to 
be nothing on the horizon to suggest 
that anything short of a world cata-
clysm or perhaps the Second Coming 
will top the triumph of unbelief. 
The reasons for the loss of religion 
in America are incredibly complex, 
and it is tempting to look for th m 
chiefly in developments which have 
taken place merely during the past 
20 or 30 years, particularly in the 
unprecedented luxury and affluence 
and att ndant hedonism which 
America is now experiencing and 
which make religion seem less im-
portant to our private well-being. 
But if one is to understand the rise 
of massive unbelief in America one 
has to go back a good deal further 
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than that, back, in fact, to 17th 
century Europe, which gave birth to 
the most destructive and most insidi-
ous of all anti-religious ideas, namely 
the idea of the natural goodness of 
man. Up until that time the view of 
man's mora l nature that had domi-
nated \\'estern Civ il ization for 2,500 
years was the idea that man is both 
bad and good by nature, a view 
which may thus be described as 
Phi losophical Class icism. Th is classi-
cal view, held more or less uni-
versa lly among the best Greek and 
Hebrew and Christian thinkers. 
recogn izes that man is in fact born 
a bit of a juvenile delinquent but 
tha t through d iscipli ne, self-d iscipline, 
sacri fice, and obedience, he can be 
redeemed and in fact come to be 
such a moral success that he would 
be the wonder of all men. C hristi-
an ity and Juda ism explained man's 
na turally delinquent nature by the 
doctrine of Origina l Sin , and Chris-
ti an ity believed that Christ came in to 
the world to show men how they 
might redeem themselves despite 
their universally inherited moral 
handicap, so that virtually all the 
fundamental doctTines of Christianity, 
includ ing the Resurrection, the Re-
demption, the Atonement, and the 
doctrines of penance and grace, and 
so on, have no meaning except in 
terms of the idea that man is not 
wholly good by nature. 
Thus, when in the 17th century 
the doctrine of the natural goodness 
of man was spawned, a doctrine 
which may be called Philosophical 
Romanticism, it challenged not only 
the class ical view of man's moral 
nature, but vir tually every funda-
mental docb·ine of Christianity, just 
as it would have of Buddhism, of 
Hinduism, of Mohammedanism, and 
of virtually all the other great reli-
gions of the world. The seeds of 
Philosophical Romanticism were sown 
hy the latitudinarian clergy in Resto-
ration England (such as Benjamin 
\Vhichcotc, Samuel Parker, and 
Bishop Tillotson), cultivated by the 
Third Earl of Shaftsbury in his 
Characteristics (1711), and spread all 
over Europe by a whole host of 
English, German, and French phi-
losophers of the 18th century includ-
ing most notoriously Jean Jacques 
Housseau. 
Phi losophical Romanticism was im-
ported into America even before 
Hou ·seau, and it rather quickly began 
to drive out from the minds of our 
intellectuals the opposite and Calvin-
istic doctrine of the total depravity 
of man. Since the trad ition of Phi-
lo ophical Classicism has never domi-
na ted American intellectual history, 
it was not long before America pro-
d uced its own Rousseau in Ra lph 
Waldo Emerson and Emerson's h igh-
ly influen tial disciple, Walt Whitman, 
and a whole host of other Philosophi-
cal Homantics. Thus, for some two 
centuries in America the very idea 
tha t man is a culpable crea ture and 
must pay God's penalty for his culpa-
bility has been losing force. In place 
of the Arbitrary God of Calvinism or 
the Just God of traditional Christi-
anity, Americans have substituted the 
Ind iscriminate God of Philosophical 
Homanticism in a world where there 
is no sin and there is no hell , and 
where all of us, not merely the elect, 
are elected. The docb·ine of Original 
Sin came to be regarded as somehow 
un-American. E uropeans may indeed 
be affli cted with it, but not Ameri-
cans. And if Christianity was merely 
dying among our intellectuals in 19th 
century America, it was administered 
the coup de grace by the rise of the 
scientific method to replace the 
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method of theology and the method 
of philosophy in the late 19th century 
in the spiri t of Auguste Comte. 
Thus, among the leading intellec-
tuals in America, it may be said, 
then, that the God of Christianity has 
been dead or approaching death for 
more than 200 years. Today it is no 
exaggeration to say that perhaps 
upwards of 90 per cen t of our intel-
lectuals, including our most influen-
tial philosophers, editors, novelists, 
poets . dramatists, scientists, and 
above all our behavioral scientists -
psychologists, sociologists, anthropolo-
gists - are either atheistic or agnostic 
in their orientation. Even many the-
ologians, both Protestant and Catho-
lic, have joined them in their repudia-
tion of the tradition of Philosophical 
Classicism and hence of the funda-
mental doctrines of Christianity. 
In fact, perhaps the most persistent 
and powerful myth in American cul-
ture is the idea of the natural good-
ness of man. It dominates almost 
every aspect of American culture and 
American thought. As I have tried to 
show in my book, The American 
Moral Crisis, it permeates our phi-
losophy, our educational theory and 
practice, our theories about raising 
children, our morality (sexual and 
otherwise), our law courts, our arts, 
our literature, and above all om 
religion. It makes a mockery not only 
of the basic doctrines of Christianity 
but of Orthodox Judaism and of all 
the other great religions as well. 
There was a time when an intellec-
tual with a bad idea could not do 
much harm because there were not 
many he could communicate it to, 
. but in our time intellectuals can 
communicate bad ideas to million 
upon millions of Americans through 
all the media of mass communication 
that are available to us today. As a 
result, ordinary Americans in droves 
are joining the intellectuals in their 
search for unbelief. In particular, 
hundreds and hundreds of thousands 
of college students have had their 
spiritual blocks knocked out from 
under them by their intellectual 
adventures in the de-Christianized 
atmosphere not only of secular uni-
versities, but now more and more 
even of universities with a supposedly 
religious orientation. Few people are 
aware, in fact, of how few believers 
still ex ist among college students 
today, and there is much to suggest 
that high school students, who 
together with college students, make 
up the future adults of American 
society, are not far behind. Even 
among the middle-class and the 
middle-aged the disease of unbelief 
appears to be spreading, so that 
America is perhaps far closer to 
being a country without religion than 
anyone would have thought twenty 
or even ten years ago. 
The decline of religion naturally 
leads to a search for surrogates, 
including particularly various forms 
of the occult, such as astrology and 
debased forms of the great Eastern 
religions, and almost any other tech-
nique which will explain the unex-
plainable or fortell the unfortellable. 
Even the new emphasis among 
churches upon social justice, as 
admirable and necessary as it is, pro-
ceeds more and more upon the 
assumption that if we don't find 
paradise on earth we won't find it 
anywhere. The church's increased 
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im·olvcmcnt in socia l issues, there-
fore, can in no way he considered a 
strengthening of religion in America . 
but ironically enough, rather a ·ymp-
tom of the opposite. Tragically, hut 
logica ll y too, the greatest social 
activis ts arc commonly the greatest 
unbelievers. 
It must be admi tted at the same 
time, however, that there is not very 
much downright atheism in America 
outside the communi ty of intellec-
tuals. Again the polls show tha t 97 
per cent of us Americans believe in 
God. The question is, however, what 
kind of a God i our God. It is 
certainly not the Arbitrary God of 
Calvinism or even the Just God of 
traditional Christianity; rather it is to 
a very large extent the Indiseriminate 
God of Philosophica l Romanticism, 
who makes no demands upon us and 
who therefore gets nex t to nothing 
in return. 
Even many college students who 
have turned away from Christianity 
have not turned to atheism, for they 
recognize that they have to believe 
in something beyond what mere 
reason and mere science can tell 
them. i\Iost of them do indeed 
believe in God. They want to talk 
about religion and they even take 
courses in religion, but having repu-
diated their own religious heritage 
they either flirt with the religious 
heritage of the Ea3t or make up their 
own religious heritage. But above all 
they don't want to believe in any 
God or any religion that makes any 
demands upon them. They want an 
easy God, and T ndiscriminate God. 
That is why they oppose the 
churches. "God is in , but the Church 
is out," they say. \\'hen a large per-
centage of Americans begin to think 
that the church is in the mind and 
not down the street, then the end for 
religion is ncar, and moral chaos may 
well be upon us; for the fact that 
man is not wholly good by nature i 
quite as true today as it was in the 
time of ~1 oses, so that without the 
leadership of the churches to remind 
us of that fact, man i left to his 
own destructive and self-des tructive 
devices. 
We may well ask a qu stion which 
Benjamin Franklin put in a letter to 
Thomas Jeff rson, a que tion which 
is all the more significant since 
neither Franklin nor Jefferson sub-
scribed to any of the fundamental 
doctrines of Christianity: "If men are 
so wicked with religion," he asks, 
"what would they be without it?" 
The Western World is in the process 
of discovering the an wer to that 
question at the present time, and the 
countries of post-Christian Europe, 
especially post-Protes tant Europe and 
Communist Europe, arc in fact racing 
to sec which one can find the answ r 
first , but post-Christian America, 
because of its peculiar intellectual 
history and hence its present ominous 
moral climate, is very much in the 
running, and in fact could conceiva-
bly discover the answer ahead of 
them all. 
- ARTHER S. TRACE, JR. 
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Verses 
I 
Reconciled as we are 
(Given the circumspect 
View of our ancient gens) 
To the acknowledgement 
Of our non-innocence, 
Evil encounte1'ed ought 
Not so disturb us or 
Affect our too rarely 
Tranquil minds with its much-
Hated perplexity. 
But, it does; now, as then, 
Boggled become our wits, 
Horrified our hearts by 
Cruelty practiced, un-
Exorcised, meanly spry. 
Worn wills continue to 
Look on stiff carcasses 
Left by despai1'. W e know 
It need not be: in that 
Is Hope, uniquely ours. 
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II 
View our house lovingly, 
Lord, with your merciful 
Countenance see the earth 
Hastening, harboring 
Guilted men from their birth. 
Spare this place ravaging 
Fire, and pestilence 
Grown out of journeys through 
Dm·kness; from battlefields 
Heavy with smoke and dew. 
Gmnt our petition to 
Civilize crusted hearts, 
Gardens make furrowed and 
Yielding up pastel squares, 
Gentle greens, fruit-strewn land. 
See in our hidden heaTts 
Wherewithal lacking now; 
Undertake special care, 
T each us the analogue 
Your world was jointed for. 
- RODERICK PORTER 
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Revolution 
Sing the white-hot song of arms! 
The Goddess of passion and love 
calls 
to her young suitors. 
Look upon her beauty and embrace her, 
heedless youth. 
·when the roar of the guns and 
the cries of the guiltless fade away -
See the hideous whore in your mms. 
-R J. BER ARD 
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Projections 
T H EY WERE young and newlywed, and walked like it. Climbing the 
stairs excitedly, not one letting go of each other's hand, slowing on the 
landings to make wide and eloquent turns together. They stopped on the 
third floor as T im pushed open an apartment door. His fingers swept inside, 
brushing dryly against the wallpaper, searching until they met the light switch 
and struck the room into sudden yellow existence. He led her in. 
"What do you think, Sandy?" 
She pirouetted slowly around, smiling. 
"Just what we want d. Comfortable and," she stood by the window 
looking out over the city streets, "so q uiet. \Vith lamp hades and a few throw-
rugs, some chairs . . . " The sentence trailed off a she gazed about the room. 
"Come on, I want you to see the rest." 
They walked into the kitchen and bedrooms, the small area that would 
become a study. The bare floors and absence of furniture suggested that 
someone must have died there a long while before. But in the intensity of 
Sandy's chattering, her talk of baggage and curtains and colors, the room's 
mood began to brighten imperceptively. In one of the bedroom closets she 
found the only furnishings. 
"Tim - there arc toys here!" 
They were in a carton, packed neatly together like a scrapbook of aged 
memories. The twine wrapped about it had burst and the contents threatened 
to spill onto the floor a t any moment. She knelt to pick them out carefully. 
A cap pistol and tin of watercolors. The pieces from a Monopoly game, held 
delicately together by a disintegrating elastic band. And a set of dominae , 
in a lidless metal candy box that shone dully with the painted fac of an 
old womar.. Beneath her curled a chocolate-brown script describing the 
original contents. 
"Polliwogs! .. . \Vhat a funny-sounding name. I haven't heard it since 
I was a little girl." 
They looked at each other, both laughing at private memories, and then 
back to the bottom of the box. There remained only a collection of Golden 
Books. When Tim lifted them out the bindings crackled into showers of 
hardened glue falling to the floor. Staring out from the corner of each was 
the accusing portrait of a small elf. 
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"Oh ... I almost forgot." Sandy stood up suddenly. "Can you wait here 
for me?" Tim watched her hurried movements, puzzled. 
"Sure . . . But where are you going?" 
Her voice was fainter in the next room. " I need books for my paper; the 
library closes in half an hour. Be right back." 
There was a momentary blur as she d isappeared around the doorway, a 
dying sound of footsteps on the stairwell. Tim stared after her for a few 
moments, listening until the building was still. From his shirt pocket he drew 
a pack of cigarettes, lit one, and blew a long stream of smoke into the air. 
Then he began to replace everything in the box. 
The dominoes caught his attention. They rested among the old books, 
whose bright colors contrasted sharply with the brown shadow of the can. 
Polliwogs. The cigarette burned, forgotten, as the things around him faded. 
H e remembered .. . 
. . . the days in kindergarten filled only with buildings and back alleys 
and stickball games in the street ... summer afternoons occupied by furious 
games of sidewalk checkers . .. nights spent in a small bedroom with cracked 
plaster walls . . . and being bundled out of bed, carried through long hallways 
in the chill of an early June morning. 
A long trip in a rattling Studebaker. 
- where are we going? where are we ... -
Talk that I don't understand. It's ra ining and the windshield wipers 
squeak back and forth, the water making noises against the windows and 
sides of the caL Lights flashing. And a black sleep that comes gently with 
the sounds around me. 
In the morning it is bright; sunlight on the curtains and the creaking 
noises of an old house waking up, drowsy moments of comfort and delight at 
being able to climb into yesterday's clothes. Of sliding across polished 
wooden sta irs in stockinged feet and rubbing against the waxed curves of 
the bannister. 
There are people in the kitchen. They rattle in the cupboard for a bowl 
and fill it with oatmeal from a steaming double-boiler . TI1en walk in and out 
of the doorway behind me, their movements projecting long grey shadows 
onto the table and veiling the elf-like saltcellars there. And when the bowl is 
nearly empty one of them tells me to change into long pants so that I 
might come too. 
The grownups all stand in the dining room dressed in suits and dark 
dresses, talking with funny smiles and giving secret looks to each other. 
Milling about me, flicking tiny showers of cigarette ash onto the rug. One of 
them is at the window, pulling aside the lace, looking out through sparkling 
cut edges 
- they're here -
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onto the street. AftC'r the drive taking u slowly into the gray building with a 
doorman and flowers and shadows inside. To crying and soft voices and 
strange silence. 
- go up and kneel. make the sign of the cross. so sweet ... and Poor 
Marie never saw him -
The car is full of strang rs later. At home they sit on the couches in 
groups. From the piano I can sec smoke twisting up, th nods marking 
conversation, and sit watching until someone notices. 
- take timmy down to the fiveanten -
A girl is walking with me clown the cracked sidewalks, pa t cinder 
driveways and anthills. There is money and sweat in my hand and a soft 
rustle of trees in the sky. Until after a while we step in out of the heat, clown 
the aisles of a store and past old women behind the registers. To the dusty 
glass counter over the toys. 
- you can have two timmy -
There are sparklers and rockets, whistling lariats and tin noisemakers. 
Long stick-hammers with feathered projectiles stuck into them, caps, toy 
guns and crayons. Long minutes of hesitation, change handed to one of the 
women. And then walking again; past the yard where the ants were, finally 
to the back of the house. I stand between two towering clothcspole crosses, 
putting caps into the rocket and hurling it up into the maple trees. Where it 
scatters their dry seeds and then plummets downward to explode against the 
slate walk. There is a dog barking next door and a toad hopping absurdly 
away and into the garden. 
The night is coming. 
And as the darkness first begins to shadow down I am taken inside for 
supper and changed back into the old clothes. I wander about the house, 
picking up glass animals from the cndtables, striking discordant notes on the 
piano, looking through the drawers in a study that must contain piece· from 
everything in the world. In boredom examining the glass animals again. But 
the grayness follows me from room to room, and back at the table there are 
the creakings of chairs beinu pushed back, the twisting smoke. The sound of 
voices in a vague mumble of fear 
- good too. why i remember Poor :Vlarie -
and then the screen door slamming mercifully shut. 
Out from the steps stretches an eternal world; tall g reen hedges and 
mounds of crabgrass, lights sp lintering through the trees and the timeless 
mourning of bob-whites. And in the distance the mystery and holiness and 
sh·ange draw of the pond. \ Vhere I am kneel ing at last beneath the hemlock 
and pine, staring down into a shallow backwater. 
The earth bends sharply into it, a small bluff crumbling from my weight 
and leading down to a jungle of silt and tendri ls. And the polliwogs quiver 
there, silently skirting about the muck and weed , swimming with darting 
movements and scattering at thei..r own ripples. As I reach suddenly down 
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there is the warmth of water heated by the sun and wet ticklings of escape, 
the minute squirmings of quicksilver tears. Small splashes as they drop back 
into the water and disappear from sight. 
Again and again I grab. And finally in frustration and desperate need 
I run to the hack porch for help, stretching up the stairs two at a time and 
dashing inside. Clawing through the towering adults and the smiles that have 
returned forbiddingly. Tugging at someone's dress 
- Poor Marie -
as they continue talking 
- i haven't time sec your cousins -
and make quick gestures pointing away. 
In the kitchen the game boards glare yellow from the unfrosted bulb 
over the sink. There arc the rattles of dice and the taps of marker·. Excited 
words and rustles of paper money. Leaning in the doorway until someone 
comes sighing over to listen and then scuffle in a cabinet under the sink. 
- here's a jar -
Then I am sprinting through the shadows and a ir, hack to the flickering life 
in the pond. 
And I spend the night there, oblivious to the cold and damp soaking into 
my clothes, the mud caking on to my skin. There is nothing but the gradua lly 
filling bottle a t my side, the minnow-like creatures that are collected and 
studied and controlled. The sounds of starting cars and fading voices absorbed 
by the swish of water and falling drops. Until at last someone walks quickly 
across the lawn, telling me to come in. 
The jar is bulgin g beneath my shirt, from the place where I am trembling 
in strange waves of foreknowledge and fear, hidden in an hopeless attempt 
at smuggling it back to the car. Everyone is gone; there arc jackets and 
sweaters rustling, a woman bending down to button mine up. 
- what's this -
and the jar is lifted, light filtering through the c:loudy water in diffracted 
sparkles, the clear glass shining from the droplets on its side and magnifying 
the long faces peering through it. Shivering and starting to cry, and as hands 
reach out to take it away 
-let me sec-
knowing its the end. There is a loud grate as the lid is unscrewed and I am 
pushed back behind the others as the jar tilted into a tiny waterfall. A 
stream trickles slowly over the edge, spilling down onto the sloping enamel 
of the basin and sending the tiny creatures inside into a long twisting exodus 
about the sink. Arms str tching out 
- look at them -
thrusting pencils into the way as they hump and skitter over everything to 
stay within the thin layer of water sluicing down the dra in. And when the 
last one pauses for an instant at the trap, fights madly against the current, 
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and then squirms through the rusty holes, T cry. I cry as t'veryonc laughs with 
the smiles I do not understand and 
- timmy!-
my tears wC'Il out as I pummel furiously through their stares and away, away 
to where nothing could meet with such a sacl sad end as they Cuddling in 
the deep blankets of the back seat in a terribly wet sadness of black black 
black ... 
"Tim?" 
The word swept his attention to the doorway. Sandy stood there, her 
arms filled with a stack of hooks that piled up and over her shoulder. H e 
stood up quickly, eros ing the room to help carry them in. 
"I brought one of our new neighbors back, Tim; a really d lightful person 
I met in the hall downstairs. Patty, this is my husband." 
Sandy finished the introduction with an air that puzzled him. A little 
girl walked shyly in from behind her. 
"Hi Mr. Kowalski!" 
"I told Pa tty we had a surprise for her up here." His wife said this with 
just a twitch of a happy smile. "It's still in the closet, isn't it?" 
H e answered slowly, stooping clown to sec the little girl. 
"Why sur , come on in . It's right where we left it." H e took the little girl 
by the hand and led her to the other room. Patty gave a joyful laugh, and in 
a moment she had the box of toys in her arms. 
"\Vait until I show them to my brother! " She began to run out the door, 
but then turned suddenly. 
"I almost forgot - thanks .. . " The girl stood there, thinking. "Are you 
going to be living here from now on?" 
For the first time since his wife had left the apartment, Tim broke into 
a smile. 
"Every single day from now on, Patty. And arc you going to visit again?" 
"Oh yes. And thanks a lot." \Vith an excited whirl she was gone. Tim 
looked after her and then to his wife, repeating his answer. 
"W e'll be living here . .. " lie put his ann about Sandy's shoulders. 
"Ready for dinner yet~ I'm starved ... " 
She grinned at this and raised her ann to his waist. Then they walked 
downstairs and slowly out into the street. 
- JOH1 LA\V1 
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Untitled 
November fell upon the leaves. 
I cot~ld not see 
her aging face 
I felt her gown of yellowed lace 
& heard her aging bones complain 
sounding much like wind 
& mt~ch like rain 
She clanced away 
in swirls of brown. 
- CATHERINE PORRETTA 
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